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讯平台，软件采用模块化设计，以 Visual Basic 为开发环境，编写了一套可视化


































As an important branch in the robot family, industry robot is an important 
research and development orientation. The trajectory planning and its control have 
been paid enough attention by researchers in the world. Robot’s trajectory planning is 
very important in the control of robotics. It has quite important effects for robot’s high 
efficient and stable motion. Through trajectory planning, robot can not only move 
stably, but also avoid vibration and impact. It is quite significant to improve the 
robot’s stability, reliability and word efficiency. The trajectory planning for robots is 
always the traditional problem in the field of robotics. The robot studied in this thesis 
is a 6-DOF universal manipulator which is developed by our laboratory. With its 
control system's research, discuss its trajectory planning algorithm thoroughly and 
enable it to obtain realization. 
The article first analyzes the mathematical basis of the robot’s trajectory planning, 
including kinematics, dynamics, and the interpolation algorithm of three regular 
curves in the Cartesian space. Using Denavit-Hartenberg method to analyze the 
structure of robot and establish the kinematical model. Then, a pure-software open 
control system of robot based on SMP motion control technology is built, using 
Panasonic RTEX Ethernet servo as the platform of the hardware structure and design 
visual control software with the idea of modular design in the development 
environment of Visual Basic. Finally, the robot trajectory planning algorithm module 
is established by using VB programming language, and it is integrated fully into the 
robot control system. Simultaneously, set up the software and hardware test platform 
of the control system, and through testing the validity and feasibility of trajectory 
planning algorithm is verified. 
This paper has realized basal algorithm of robot trajectory planning in the 
Cartesian space. Following may increase various of sensors and study the trajectory 















functions, robots can do more work and be applied in more fields. 
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